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ilopeli
The company of Arnaud Urban presented
its novelty Antartik, a card game by Bruno
Cathala and Arnaud Urbon for 2-5 play-

A dice game on the topic of music, designed by Emmanuel Mallein and Christophe Nouveau. In Jammette the dice are
showing musical symbols and you roll the
dice to set up parameters for the piece of
music to play.

Jeux Morin

JPG Création
BigProd – The booth was listed in the Festival guide under this name and this is one
of the names for this game on the topic of
film, by Denis Bardiau, Jean-Pierre Bodnar
and Emmanuel Malka – as Big Prod! it is a
family game for 2-5 players, ages 8+, and

Under the Risquit Logo François Morin
showed his frog game Ranabag and also
Derby, his horse racing game using Lego
blocks, at Essen in 2008. In Cannes this year,
beside those games, he showed a proto-

ers, ages 5+; players must do show jumps
with the penguins without landing on
their stomach. A remarkable feature are the
cover holograms included with the games,
they are also added to the games of Jurassik and Sherlock.

Jactalea
In addition to the game of Blue Lion, that
was shown in Nuremberg, another new
game was presented at Cannes: Button up!
by Bruno Cathala. 2 players, ages 8+, con-

by the name of Silence Moteur Action! it
is the personalized luxury edition. You are a
film producer and must produce a successful film, from hiring the crew to the profitable distribution at cinemas.
type of Skimetrion, a game on a tilted
board with holes, for 2 players, ages 12+, on
the topic of skiing: in order to win you must
deploy the the fewest possible figurines
along the complete track as fast as you can.

Jeux Opla

Kairos
Joseph Honoré had brought along a prototype; Kairos, a game on the topic of elections, designed for 3-6 players, ages 12+;

In the card game Pom Pom by Florent Toscano and Johanna Poncet 2-6 players, ages

front each other in the Buttons War, pieces
are stacked and redistributed along the
circle; when all buttons are stacked in one
stack, the game is scored.

Jammette
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6+, embody vegetable and fruit farmers
who try to achieve consistent harvests in
all of the seasons and to make up pairs of
fruit and vegetables of the highest possible
value in each round. Distribution: Paille Éditions

you represent a political party and want to
be elected; you place campaign workers
in action areas to organize things and features that you will need for success; popularity and corruption scores influence your
chances to be elected.

Kourbel
Les Quatre Couleurs Celestes by Mohammed Belmabrouk are a new kind of playing
cards which can be used for a broad variety
of games. The cards also introduce a new
way to take a trick: even or uneven, the sum
total of the cards; 40 cards in gold, silver,
black and white show numbers from 1 to

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 30 and 31
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